Using the Arts to Improve Research and Dialogue on Food
This report is a write-up of the workshop ‘Using the Arts to Improve Research and
Dialogue on Food’, which took place on 11th May 2016 at City University. The aim of this
report is to create a record of what happened which we hope will be of use in motivating
and inspiring future actions, building on the insights arising from the workshop. It will be
complemented by a briefing paper on creative arts methods, to be produced by FRC in
collaboration with BSUFN and CAWR.

Introduction
The idea for a workshop on creative arts methods in food-related research arose from
discussions at a workshop hosted in 2015 by the Food Research Collaboration (FRC).
Participants there expressed interest in using visual methods for data collection,
participatory research and research dissemination. Meanwhile, several members of
Brighton and Sussex Universities Food Network (BSUFN) had used visual arts methods
in their own research in a variety of ways, particularly with community groups. Members
of staff at the Centre for Agro-ecology, Water and Resilience (CAWR) – who were involved
in the initial conversations at the 2015 workshop – were experienced in using drama and
story-telling with community groups in similar ways. We therefore agreed to run a
workshop on creative arts methods, hosted by FRC and conceived, designed and
delivered by members of BSUFN and CAWR.
The aim of the workshop was to give researchers and civil society actors the opportunity
to explore the potential of arts-based methods for engaging with people and for starting
a conversation about food issues. We hoped that during the course of the workshop
participants would experience new methodological approaches to community research
and explore how these might be used as potentially disruptive and generative methods
that develop previously unexplored narratives surrounding food. We also hoped they
would experience the value of collaborative approaches in which research outputs are
co-created, and begin to explore why such approaches might be particularly relevant and
useful for food research.
Additionally, we hoped to share the facilitators’ experiences of using arts based methods
with community groups, using them to reveal and give voice to the groups’ perspectives
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on food issues. Through this sharing, we aimed to raise challenging questions about the
failure of much food research to engage effectively with different publics, and offer some
new approaches to participants interested in engaging collaboratively with community
groups in different contexts, presenting methods for thinking more creatively about
approaches to affect change.

Summary of the workshop
The workshop was attended by around 30 people from a range of backgrounds (see
below).
We began in plenary, with participants introducing ourselves and explaining our interest
in being at the workshop. We introduced some of the concerns about engagement and
participation in food research which we hoped would be explored further throughout the
day.
We then broke out into three groups for the practical workshops. Each group used one
creative method – drama, collage or photography – to consider food issues.
After lunch, each of the workshops reported back to the whole group, presenting the work
they had created and giving some insight into the creative process by which the works
had been produced. There was some opportunity for questions and discussion, and over
tea break, participants wrote additional comments on post-it notes.
The final session was a plenary discussion about the experiences of using the three
different creative arts methods, exploring what worked, why, what issues arose, and how
the approaches might be used in our work.
Before leaving, participants also filled in a more formal feedback sheet, and gave
permission for their artworks to be used on FRC/CAWR/BSUFN websites and in other
public places.
Programme
10:00 – 10:45
10:45 – 11:30

Introduction to creative methods

Led by Ruth / Tom
with input from all

Creative methods mini-workshops
Art/Collage/Sculpture

Theatre/Drama

Photography/Film

Bella

Tom and actors

Rachael and Carol

11:30 – 11:45

Break

11:45 – 13:00

Creative methods mini-workshops continued

13:00 – 13:45

Lunch

13:45 – 14:30

Method groups feedback
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Chaired by Ruth

14:30 – 14:55

Break (and time to write feedback)

14:55 – 16:00

Group discussion on theory of creative Led by Ruth with
methods
input from all

16:00

End

Participants
Participants came from a range of backgrounds, including academia, the public sector,
government bodies and civil society. Participants brought their own skills and experience
to the discussion, from research experience in multiple contexts, through community arts
projects and public engagement to teaching and policy development. Participants were
keen to share their knowledge of different approaches to engagement and to consider
how they could apply the insights from the day in their own work.

Introduction to creative methods
In this session, the facilitators gave a brief introduction to the workshop and outline for
the day, including agreement on Chatham House rules and on how the art material
produced during the day would be used. The participants introduced themselves and
their interests, and there was a brief introductory discussion about problems of
engagement and participation in food research and policy development. While ‘public
engagement’ can often be used to describe events in which the public is told what public
sector actors are providing for them, the French term ‘engagé’ implies engagement in the
sense of commitment. This commitment is to working in ways which enable co-creation
of knowledge by researchers and community group members together, and arts-based
methods are one possible set of tools for such co-creation.

Mini Workshops
Three workshops ran in parallel, giving participants the opportunity to try out one of
three creative arts-based methods – photography, drama or collage. Participants had
chosen their preferred workshop prior to the day, and worked in one of three small
groups for the remainder of the morning. The mini-workshops provided an opportunity
for participants to have a go at using the methods themselves in order to further
understanding of the application of the method through experience. The mini-workshops
were designed to introduce the creative method from a non-expert perspective.
Reports from mini workshops
Each of the mini workshop groups chose to report back to the whole group in different
ways.
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Drama
The drama group presented a short improvised play, and also explained a little about the
process by which the play had been developed. They demonstrated the way in which such
a play might be used as part of a longer project by giving the whole group the chance to
question the performers either in character or as members of the drama discussion
group.
The group explained that the starting point for developing the drama had been a
‘fishbowl’ discussion, which gave all members of the group an equal opportunity to voice
their opinions. From this, the group focused on the issue of the place of food in cultural
changes in a city, such as gentrification. In this context, food cultures are often classbased. They considered a scenario in which people from different classes would be in the
same space, and devised a drama around a planning application for a new restaurant.
The drama raised questions about whose voices are heard in spaces which are supposed
to be public but which are not open to everyone equally. The group explained that the
experience of creating the drama enabled them to temporarily step into other people’s
shoes and see a different perspective. The perspective of participants in the group
discussion is dramatised and this is very different from researchers going to a community
group having already decided what topic they want to research.

Photography
The photography group went out onto the streets around City University and took photos
which highlighted different issues around food. They also discussed as a group the
process of photographic capture and issues that arose from it; for example noticing
something for the first time through the image.
The photos were presented to the whole group, demonstrating the wide range of
concerns which can be brought out through this visual methods. Different participants in
the photography group turned their attention to issues such as the layout of
supermarkets, what food people buy and how they hold it in public, what happens to food
packaging, how people interact with their food, the relationship between technology and
food, and other concerns about the place of food in our day.
Collage
The collage group displayed the collages produced during the workshop, and explained
the process by which they had been produced. The group had started by drawing a ‘mindmap’ together and then had used this as the starting point for individual collages. Once
the collages were made, participants discussed the meanings and ideas behind them in
pairs and then reported back to the wider group. The participants felt that this approach
was extremely valuable in bringing out ideas which might be difficult to articulate
through other methods, and it gave participants the opportunity to share thoughts,
discuss concerns and jointly develop their thinking. It was also very accessible.
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Post-it notes
Over the afternoon tea break, participants had the opportunity to write comments and
feedback on post-it notes. This enabled greater input than was possible through
discussion in the plenary sessions, because of time constraints.
Different colour post-it notes were given to the participants of the different workshops,
and participants were encouraged to comment on each of the workshops. Inevitably, the
majority of comments on each workshop came from those who participated in it, but the
response of participants to the presentations of the workshop outcomes was revealing
and useful. For instance, participants in the collage and drama workshops commented
positively on the images generated by the photography workshop (“Pictures speak for
themselves, photos help us see what we aren’t looking for”; “I love how the re-framing
makes us look at the subject differently”) and were able to imagine ways in which it could
be used. Participants in the collage and photography workshops used the post-its to raise
a number of questions about drama as a method, such as whether professional actors
were needed and what sorts of community spaces could be used. Participants in the
photography and drama workshops appreciated the flexibility of using collage, its value
to build collaboration and open up new discussions.
All the comments on the post-it notes are included in Appendix 1.

Plenary discussion
In the final session of the day, participants raised specific questions about the methods
experienced earlier in the day, as well as wider questions about how to use these methods
in the context of their own work.
Participants wanted more information about how the drama approach might be used
with a community group, leading to a more detailed discussion about the method for
devising the play. The drama group explained that the fishbowl approach enabled the
development of themes agreed by everyone and then smaller groups devised plays
around these themes. Because of the short time available in the mini-workshop, only one
of these theme-based plays was developed further. There was concern that the process
had led to a play which relied on stereotypes and a sort of ‘short-hand’ for some of the
issues and concerns which the group wanted to raise. However, the drama group stressed
that this method would normally be used over a long time period, enabling participants
to discuss themes in more detail, build up trust and develop a more reflective response
to the issues arising from discussions. In this context, it is a useful method to enable
dialogue and help people understand the perspective of ‘the other side’. Participants also
felt that it was a potentially useful method for breaking down language barriers as theatre
can be a very physical art-form and does not have to be based on words.
There was discussion about whether the value of the drama approach lay in the process
or in the final performance, and whether the play produced was being made for an
audience or for the people involved in the process. The drama group felt that the process
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could be just as important as the product, particularly if it was a form of participatory
action research, for example as part of a wider process of mobilisation.
Discussion about photography as a method centred on the ethics of taking photos of
people on the street and the process of asking permission to do so without changing the
dynamic of the interaction. The photography group reported that they had asked
permission, and had used that as an opportunity to explain to the people they were
photographing what they were doing. Others had chosen to focus on images where this
ethical concern was not relevant e.g. litter in the street. One participant noted that there
can be problems if a business does not want photos taken of their products or their
premises, and that anyone using this method needs to be sensitive to the concerns of
those being photographed.
Questions were raised about how photography could be used with community groups
and examples were given of giving cameras to the community. This enabled the
community to point the lens at what they considered priorities, and to co-create
knowledge about their environment which they were then happy to share with the
researcher. This also brought the researcher into the group, as they were no longer an
outsider looking in, but an outsider being shown what the group wanted her to look at.
Several participants felt that collage would be a useful method to use with younger people
or mixed age groups, and that it shared with the other methods the possibility of bringing
people together. All the methods are about giving a voice to participants and are about
highlighting the complexity, ambivalence and messiness of our understandings of, and
interactions with, the food system. Dialogue starts in these muddy areas.
All the methods are also about handing control over to the participants, which means that
at the start, it is not clear what the end result will be, what agenda will emerge.
Participants raised questions about how to use these methods in research – having
started dialogue, what do we do next, how do we make the outputs useful for researchers
and policy-makers? There is still the need to measure outcomes, report back to funders
etc. We concluded that the approaches are about jointly creating new knowledge and this
very different approach to research can be challenging. Arts methods can be used for both
engagement and advocacy: the process of creating art works can be empowering and also
creates accessible evidence. Outputs from such processes are much more accessible to
those who take part compared to more standard research outputs such as reports and
papers. Arts methods also work to build social movements and create the impetus for
policy change from the communities affected by the policies. This is a different route to
‘policy impact’.
Feedback
After the final plenary discussion, participants were asked to fill in feedback forms. See
Appendix 2 for details.
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Conclusions
Overall, participants felt that the workshops had opened up valuable new ideas and many
felt they would like to try using one or other of the methods in their own contexts. There
was enthusiasm from participants for wider dissemination of the ideas, more workshops
which would allow more exposure to the different methods, and follow up to build on the
workshop, particularly to support people trying out the methods in their own contexts.
There was also a call for follow up to support greater collaboration between people using
arts-based methods in their work.
All of the groups produced artefacts which can be used to communicate to the wider FRC
membership, and beyond. These can be seen as useful examples of new ways of
communicating about food issues and presenting food-related research.
We therefore hope that a more general outcome will be the starting of a conversation
about food research and public perceptions and interests, how to engage with community
groups, and how to support processes to enable communities to shape policies that meet
their needs. We will use FRC’s, BSUFN’s and CAWR’s websites to communicate about the
workshop and start that conversation. There may also be opportunities to present ideas
arising from the workshop at academic conferences.
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Appendix 1: Comments on post-it notes
What did participants write on the post-it notes after hearing feedback from each of the three workshops?
Photography

Collage

Comments from photography Using photography to have Mood
boards,
inspiration,
group
people explore the food roughs, ideation, brainstorming
available
within
their
neighbourhood

Drama
The use of stereotypes was
actually very effective to put
across a message quickly + in a
very relatable way

Complementing
standard Using collage to unpack Case studies; user experience
methods to measure nutrition complex topics (Food Systems)
status
during classes and young
students
Photographic documentation
seems as extremely accessible
and literal method to use –
especially with smartphones

Different food perceptions – We need to do more of roleplay
could interact / work well with situations with policy makers!!
children – re food body image
etc.

Interesting insight – looking Using collage to have people How to do without trained
more in depth at what is explore the constraints on their actors?
available to us – what is food choices
marketed to the general public –
how
are
our
decisions
influenced
by
product
placement
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Eating on the go – technology is
taking over our mealtimes –
how is concentrating on a
smartphone influencing our
eating
rather
than
concentrating on our food? Are
we feeling satisfied? Can we tell
when we are full?

How did you get the ideas
started?

Documentation,
interviews,
user experience. It was
definitely challenging. Not
enough time to prepare
questions.
Spontaneous
reactions.
Adding more flesh to the
standard household budget
surveys
Young people using video to
explore meanings of food

Comments
group

from

collage Pictures speak for themselves, Good method to work less Solutions on thinking about
photos help us see what we developed thoughts
amplifying unheard voice?
aren’t looking for
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Ethical considerations

Food chain research

Food diary data connection

Structures
surrealism

of

I like this method but does it
depend on spaces in the
community?

power

-> Use
of
pre-conceived
/
stereotypes to get messages
across – BUT to whom?

Really
enjoyed
hearing For all methods: consider Young people to talk about food
individual
framing
(aka different ways of getting the (value; waste; configuration);
interest, research)
activity started e.g. mind map
students (all disciplines); health
professionals; food retailers;
everyone
I would use it to explore
environmental
textures
/
architectures
and
superimposing
into
food
textures / forms in my tactile
food work

Could push more: cover – Focus groups and participant
concepts of placement / discussions
juxtaposition / composition;
character and narrative (in
creating / reading collage)

I love how the re-framing makes Context of
us look at the subject differently juxtaposed

found

images Easy to fall into tropes /
stereotypes?

Requires a long session to share Reinforcing stereotypes
in a group in detail
Challenge:
having
enough Who gets to decide the themes?
appropriate images for use
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(+++magazines);
participation

encouraging

I can see this being used with
kids to teach them about food
while
developing
their
creativity and having fun!
Will definitely consider using:
“marginalised”
individuals;
student
participatory
workshops; food network + ?;
children and young folk
The idea of using arts to help
people understand this issue is
pure genius. By creating these
images we talked about our
vision on this problem. This
exercise showed me different
sides of food that I have never
considered, like gender for
example.
Loved this collage method –
great activity for creative flow
and excellent outputs. Loved
sharing ideas
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Comments from drama group In what ways can all three Getting students to collaborate Using the ‘Fish Bowl’ method to
approaches connect?
over project work
get young people discussing
what they think is important
about food
If you are journalist taking pics, Collage really good process to Bringing 2 sides of food debate
why using camera which is so use in community food projects to table (in non-confrontational
obvious?
around different themes
way??)
What is it about ‘engagement’ Collage could be good for 2nd exercise good way of
that mitigates the ethical visioning and getting people to communicating key issues but
concerns attached to ‘research’? think broadly
discussion needs to happen
afterwards
to
challenge
assumptions / stereotypes
Good for encouraging reflection Good for young people and EAL Worried about portraying and
and discussion of things we see (after school club)
consolidating stereotypes –
every day
would need to ensure good
follow up discussion
I liked the simplicity of the Easy access compared to other What are the limitations of this
photography but liked how two. Don’t need to be confident approach?
meaningful the outcome was of
the story. I would use this for
my projects
To try to map eating habits / The collage can be done on the Viewing conversation prior to
patterns by region
community i.e. go to library, it performance v. powerful way of
appeals to people all ages
understand diff opinions and
nuances of arguments
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Powerful and effective way of
illustrating common trends
through series of photos

Collage and drama both used in
community food projects of
various themes

Promotion of events online!

It is good to address the
stereotype through drama

Engaging way to provide an
‘action research’ opportunity to
young people (with ethical
considerations)
(youth
workshops)

First drama exercise to develop
‘themes’ for FRC to follow
through

Asking people to tell a story
with photos – maybe of
contrasts / conflicts

Bringing academics + CSOs
together to identify priorities

All the methods: would be good
for MSc teaching … if lecturer
feels confident
I really liked very first ‘warm
up’ – good for encouraging
people / students to speak up
and value their own opinions
(Youth workshops) Goldfish
bowl = good for stimulating
ideas in young people giving
everyone a chance to speak
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without one or 2 dominating the
group
Devising a scene (drama); open
dialogue
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Appendix 2: Feedback / evaluation forms

Academic
CSO

Using Arts to improve research & dialogue on food workshop

Student

Member of FRC?

Sector?
Academic
CSO
Student
Media
Health prof
Independent/consultant
Government/public sector
Other
Overall how rate seminar
Excellent
Good
Satisfactory
Poor

Yes
No
Don't
know

9
7

7
3
2
1
2
1
1
1
18

38.89
12.50
8.33
4.17
8.33
4.17
4.17
4.17

2
18
%

12
66.67
6
33.33
0
0
18
How relevant was the seminar to your work?
Excellent
13
72.22222

Yes

Media

No

Health prof

Academic
CSO
Student
Media
Health prof
Independent/consultant
Public Sector
Other

39.00%
12.50%
8%
4%
8%
4%
4.00%
4.00%

80%
60%
40%
20%
0%

Excellent
Good
Satisfactory
Poor

Excellent

67%
33%
0%
0%

72%
15

80%
60%
40%
20%
0%

Series1

Good
Satisfactory
Poor

3
2
18

16.66667
11.11111

Good
Satisfactory
Poor

17%
11%
100%

Why did you attend?
Deeper insight into portraying food to children & families; How to make it appear more fund, interesting etc
Because the topic sounded interesting
Meet people using creative arts; get ideas for using photography in my own work in communities
Interested in how arts are received in the research
context
To know what methodologies are at play; who other researchers, activities and artists are
Share ideas and test practice
Learn about using creative methods for research, dialogue & teaching on food policy
Find out more about using these creative methods
Co-leading the workshop
Look at different ways to engage with our
membership
Collaborate
To understand how to use cuts in my own research & community & professional work
Interest in food and performance
Very interested in using creative educational projects as a starting point/process to get to nitty gritty of food choices
To refine practice
To learn different methods
to see whether creative methods are something the FSA could utilise

Learning/use for work
a potentially relevant and useful tool to use to get hard to access views
use the methods in my teaching and research thanks to the very interesting interactive discussion
the "goldfish bowl" activity
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Find out if can get young people to photo their school lunch
Ideas for using the methods, being aware of limitations and strengths of each method
forum theatre as good to address issues and open
dialogue
Drama & collage techniques
Performance research methods as ways to connect with your audience
will use one of the ideas for potential work/campaign in food waste and food poverty
More confidence and inspiration to use participatory arts methods
Drama; collage to collate people's knowledge, challenge ideas and assumptions; dissemination/advocacy
Will try out some of the methods in teaching food policy next academic year; reflect on distinction and relationship between process used in these met
Collaboration - like minded individuals sharing and moving forward
On the post its - I look forward to sharing my research with this network
Most interested in the resistance of admitting the arts within the context of research
Think more about using photography to generate meaning. Less extractive approaches
Picture workshop incredibly helpful, different insights and good conversation
What liked best
The morning workshop
the workshop (Collage)
the opportunity for practical application of what we had talked about
Group discussion about methods for using the creative process
Learning about the other mediums used and
responses
It was all inspiring - I did collage - brill
Drama -meeting diverse people
Range of approaches and how we learnt about them
all
Very interactive, great space to discuss ideas, format meant was very good collaboration
Everything
Commitment to the this work, its positiveness, energy of participants
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Fully participating in creating something; range of people/sectors who all input equally
All
Diversity and openness
The atmosphere and energy

What could have been improved
Maybe more critical analysis of each
More time
Some confusion around legal/ethical use of film/photography
Great to have someone from private or state institution (THERE WAS SOMEONE FROM FSA THERE)
Would have been good to do some of the other workshops!! (realise time limitations)
More lunch
Rooms a bit stuffy
Perhaps including more artists (only one)/artistc drama processes (I am sure good candidates not purely art focussed could be found?)
More time for activity (in this case photography)
Layout of room v messy; little bit more structure
Suggestions for next steps
Try with different activities
Would be good to hear how participants use creative arts in their work, what they do differently and how well it worked
Who has capacity to do what? Give places space for groups to emerge and support them accordingly?
Building stronger network for sharing creative methods and ideas
Sharing examples of research and campaigning
2 more workshops to allow people to test the other methods and also discuss next steps- case studies and application
More engagement of other CSOs in these participatory methods and this dialogue
Other comments
Well done! It was great and hope you continue to organise such initiatives
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More on how to adapt methods to suit people with limited language/differently abled
Not enough food!
More of this please
It gave me a better understanding of how the arts can be used in different cultural contexts
Thank you
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